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ABSTRACT

The interest in hydrogen sensors arises due to the safety concerns of flammable hydrogen gas.

Hydrogen gas is highly flammable if its concentration exceeds 4% in air. Thus hydrogen sensors

are required that can detect minimal concentration of hydrogen (below its limit of detection) and

operate at wide range of temperatures (low and high) needed for automotive, aerospace and fuel

cell applications. The advancement in developing palladium and palladium-modified devices as

hydrogen gas sensors has accelerated over the past two decades. Palladium based devices have

shown excellent hydrogen sensing properties with high sensitivity and selectivity whose

response varies with the hydrogen concentration and operating temperature. In the present work,

efforts have been made to fabricate a hydrogen sensing device that is simple, compact, highly

sensitive towards hydrogen, selective, reproducible, stable and has wide operational

temperaturerange compatibility.

Uniform 9.5 nm sized palladium nanoparticles (PdNPs) have synthesized by polyol method by

reducing sodium tetracholoropalladate at 100oC with the help of ethylene glycol in the presence

of polyvinylpyrrolidone (capping agent). This method employs simple beaker chemistry that

owes to the high purity product. Thin film of palladium has prepared by solution drop method on

glass substrates. Palladium nanoparticles and palladium films have been characterized by

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), UV-vis spectroscopy, Glancing Incident angle X-

Ray Diffraction (GIXRD), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to reveal the information on size,

crystallinity and surface morphology.

Aluminium doped Zinc Oxide (AZO) film has prepared by sputtering technique on glass

substrates. The surface of AZO film has modified with palladium by solution dip method. The

AZO:Pd film is characterized by GIXRD and AFM to know the crystallinity and surface

morphology. The porosity of film is important for gas sensing which has been observed in AFM

images.

The sensor devices have fabricated by patterning conducting silver electrodes over the film and

connecting the contact pads of electrodes with multimeter to note the change in resistance of film

on hydrogen exposure.A detailed hydrogen sensing studies have been performed at different



hydrogen concentrations and different operating temperatures. Sensor response has been

measured as the change in resistance of the devices on hydrogen exposure.

The variation of electrical conductivity of AZO is coupled with the catalytic property of

palladium for the fabrication of hydrogen sensor. Pd device reveals high sensitivity towards

hydrogen at hydrogen concentrations 0.1% to 1% in temperature range from 35oC to 50oC

whereas AZO:Pd films shows dual hydrogen response in the temperature range 40oC to 150oC.

Reproducibility, selectivity and stability test has been done for both Pd and AZO:Pd devices. A

detailed analysis of the sensor results along with possible mechanism has been presented. The

work presented here has profound applications for wide temperature range hydrogen sensors.

The response data has been modeled by various adsorption isotherm models to understand the

solid-gas interactions and gas adsorption characteristics on solid surface.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

As its name entails, sensor is a device that senses the presence or absence of a visible or

invisible entity. For more betterment, a sensor is a device that receives a signal and responds

to it changing its output characteristics. A sensor is a sensitive device that responds to some

input, makes electrical, chemical or mechanical changes and produces a quantitative output

signal in the form of an electrical signal (in terms of conductance/resistance/potential

difference) or optical signal (color change) or in the form of heat. An interesting example of a

sensor is the human body. There are five recognized sensors in the human body-eyes, nose,

tongue, ears, and skin. Eyes have capability to view, focus and differentiate the images in

visible light. Eyes are categorized under optical sensors. Ears have ability to feel and hear the

sound vibrations within the range of 20 Hz to 20 KHz [1]. The tongue senses the entities

(bitterness, sweetness, sour, etc.) through a sensory organ called as taste buds. A nose is a

sensory organ that has potential to smell. The nose is an extraordinary sensor that can detect

and differentiate the odor of entities. Some gases have a distinct smell due to which the nose

smells them and distinguish. For example, the nose can directly sense the leakage of highly

flammable gas, LPG (used daily in homes) and can avoid an accident. While in case of

odorless gases like hydrogen, nitrogen, ethane etc., a laboratory sensor is required. Skin is a

specialized receptor for heat, pain, allergy, pressure, current etc. All receive signal from

surroundings and send a signal to the brain and then the brain performs different functions. In

our daily life, sensors are employed in thermometers, CCD cameras, motion detectors, smoke

detectors, refrigerators, street lights and many more. The classification of sensors is unlimited

of which few has accounted below:

Optical sensors - Optical sensor responds to the light and converts the useful information

(amplitude, wavelength, frequency, polarization, etc.) into an output signal (fluorescence,

reflectance, absorbance, current etc.). Optical sensor includes fiber optic sensor, photo

detector [2-3], LED [4], infrared detector [5], CCD image sensor [6-7] etc. A very interesting

application is smart phones. The automatic brightness control of the screen and face detection

is possible due to the presence of optical sensors fitted [8]. The advantages of optical fibers

have gained the attention of many researchers for the fabrication of optical sensors [9-11].

Graphene has recently led to new material to be used in LED, photodetector, solar cells etc.
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due to its unique properties [12-16]. Infrared detector has become a boon to security systems,

especially in the dark. In military areas, when the sun sets (no visible light), it becomes

difficult to see the enemy crossing the area. Since every object emit infrared radiations, when

an enemy enters the restricted area the infra-red radiations emitted by their body can be

recorded through the infrared detector.

Magnetic sensors - Magnetic sensors measure magnetic flux and provide relevant

information in the form of analog or digital signal. For example, magnetometer, magnetic

compass, etc.  Magnetometer can also be used as a metal detector. An innovative research is

going in many universities to develop a magnetic sensor with superior performance at a

relatively low commercial price [17-20]. Researchers at National University of Singapore

have developed a combination of graphene and boron nitride that respond to a magnetic field

uniquely with high sensitivity that could replace the sensors used in vehicles (interlocks, flow

meters etc.) [21]. An ultra-low magnetic field sensor has developed in Technical Research

Centre of Finland [22].

Temperature sensors- Temperature sensors give the temperature measurements (like

temperature gradient, climate change, degree of hotness and coolness, etc.) in the form of

analog or digital output. For example, thermometer [23-25], heat flux sensor [26-27],

thermistor [28], thermocouple [29-31], humidity sensors [32-33]. Thermometer is an

everyday product used in refrigerators, ovens, air conditioners, geysers, etc. Thermometer

contains a sensitive heat sensor, mercury, filled in a capillary tube that undergoes volume

expansion when exposed to heat. The raised mercury level gives the present temperature.

Mercury thermometer has a temperature range of -37°C to 356°C. To measure ultra-low

temperatures, alcohol thermometers are used and for high temperatures, pyrometers are used.

The advanced technology has fitted temperature sensors in our smart phones also.

Radiation sensors- These types of sensors are employed for detecting nuclear radiations

(alpha, beta and gamma radiations) and gives radiation level measurements. It comprises of a

chamber filled with ionizing gas. This ionizing gas gets ionized when exposed to some

radiation, releasing free electrons. These free electrons lead to conducting output, which can

be recorded. For example, Geiger counter [34], scintillation detector [35], Cerenkov detectors

[36] etc. Radiation detectors can identify the presence of different radiations in the
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environment and living things. For many years, nuclear scientists have focused on preparing

new materials like CdTe, CdZnTe etc. for radiation sensing applications [37-39].

Motion sensors - These types of sensors detect the positional change of an object. Motion

sensors include speed sensors (speedometers) [40], radar [41-43], etc. The common use of a

motion detector is at the doors of houses, malls and offices. The basic principle of motion

sensor lies in the interruption of the path of waves by an obstacle. Write on materials. When a

person walks near the sensor, he can be detected by his body temperature, his positional

change, or sound produced by him. This property of the motion sensor can be explored to

save electricity in homes by turning off the light when there is nobody in the room.

Chemical sensors – Chemical sensor is a device that consists of converting the chemical

information into the electrical or optical output signal. This type of sensor includes gas sensor

[44-49], electronic nose [50-51], pH glass electrodes [52-53], smoke detector [54] etc. Smoke

detector contains two electrodes of opposite charges. When smoke particles reach the

electrodes, they chemically react with the electrode material resulting in the transfer of

electrons that leads to flow of current. The resulting current is compared with the initial

current (without smoke) and if difference comes, the alarm is triggered. A detailed discussion

on chemical sensors is figured out in this section later.

Biosensors – It is a device to detect and quantify microorganisms, antibodies, biomolecules

[55], nucleic acids, blood cells etc. Lot of research is going in the field of biological sensors.

Medically, the purpose of preparing biosensors aims to reduce pain during diagnosis. A

simple example is pricking fingers every time to check blood sugar level questions about

accuracy and skin irritation. Thus, Echo Therapeutics has developed a needle free glucose

monitoring device that is painless, gives high accuracy measurements and easy to use [56].

California researchers have recently developed a biosensor tattoo for glucose monitoring that

is easy to wear and is flexible [57]. Till now, cancer is the most incurable disease, but

incurable never mean untreated. A lot of research is going to develop a biomarker (tumor

marker) that could possibly detect growth of cancer cells in the initial stage [58].

1.1 CHEMICAL SENSORS IN GENERAL AND RESPONSE PARAMETERS

Chemical sensor is a sensitive device that gives the information about the effect of chemical

interaction between the sample and elements of a sensor that transforms into the change in

the electrical signal at the output. It is beyond the objective of this thesis to detail every
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chemical sensor; a description of the simplest chemical sensor i.e. gas sensor will be

specifically discussed. Chemical gas sensors based on nanomaterials are promising due to the

large surface area of nanocrystals and morphology of nanocrystals can alter the properties of

the sensor.

A gas sensor is a chemical sensor that detects the presence of distinct gases and can measure

its concentration. The development of gas sensor was concerned for the safety purposes.

There are many gases that are silent killers to the environment as well as living things. These

gases are generally CO, SO2, NO2, etc. The extensive use of gas sensors is in chemical

industries. Most of the gases are invisible and odorless, thus cannot be detected by human

eyes, but their exposure to the environment is hazardous. Application of gas sensor includes

detection of toxic and flammable gases (in case of leakage), for air quality monitoring, to

check food quality, etc. The characteristics of chemical gas sensors are similar to any sensor

including sensitivity, selectivity, packaging size, response time, durability and reproducibility

as listed in Table 1.

Table 1.1: Characteristics of chemical gas sensors.

S.No. Sensor
parameters Definition Expectations

1. Sensitivity Rapid response towards target gas or a small
change in the output of the device to change in

input.Sensitivity = change in resistance (gas loaded)resistance (no gas)
Sub-ppb

2. Response time Time required to reach 90% of saturation value or
time required to respond to target gas.

Less than
one second

3. Recovery time Time required to reach 90% of the baseline value Less than
one second

4. Selectivity Unresponsive to gases other than target gas. High

5. Reproducibility Ability of sensor to produce same results after
repeated use.

High

6. Stability Degree to which sensor properties remain constant
with time.

High

Mostly, all the parameters are strongly dependent on the surface to volume ratio of particles.

For example, sensitivity is highly dependent on surface-to-volume ratio (SA/V ratio). Higher
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surface area means more number of atoms or molecules are exposed to the surface. The

surface to volume ratio inflexibly depends on the shape and geometry of the material. Thus,

higher the ratio more is the sensitivity. Let us illustrate the case of a sphere and the cube.

Surface area of a cube of side ‘a’ is 6a2 and volume is a3. Thus SA/V ratio is 6/a. Surface area

of a sphere of radius ‘a’ is 4πa2 and volume is 4πa3/3. Thus the ratio becomes 3/a. Therefore,

we found that SA/V ratio of cube is more than a sphere with the same value of ‘a’. Similarly,

we can calculate this ratio for other structures also. SA/V ratio is also inversely proportional

to dimensions indicating that small sized particles have more surfaces to volume ratio. The

high surface area is related to more exposure to gas molecules and thus materials are more

reactive at their surfaces as compared to the bulk. Surface roughness of the material increases

the surface active sites and enhances the surface to volume ratio.

When the surface of a material is exposed to some gas, the gas molecules get adsorbed on the

surface either by chemical bonds or by any intermolecular force that attracts the molecules

towards the material. The gas sensing behavior of any material strongly depends on the

surface reactions. These surface reactions influence the sensitivity and selectivity of the

sensor and strongly depend on the surface energy. The surface energy is directly proportional

to the surface area and is given by following formula:

where γ is surface energy, nb is the number of surface broken chemical bonds, ρa is the

number of atoms per unit area, and ε is the bond strength.

When a material is exposed to gas, it gets either absorbed or adsorbed on the surface of

material. Adsorption relates the interaction of gas atoms with the surface sites only and

absorption refers to the diffusion of atoms in the crystal lattice of material. The amount of gas

absorbed/adsorbed on the surface of solid depends on surface morphology; the gas

concentration, pressure and temperature. Further details of the adsorption phenomenon can be

explained on the basis of adsorption isotherms [59-60]. The rate of adsorption/desorption is

related to following formulas:

Rate of adsorption = k1p (1 −θ)

Rate of desorption = k2θ
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where k1 is rate constant of adsorption and k2 is rate constant of desorption, p is gas pressure,

θ refers to sites occupied by gas molecules, and (1-θ) refers to vacant sites. At equilibrium,

rate of adsorption=rate of absorption. Many other theories have been proposed to explain the

interaction of gas and solid material [61-65].

There are plenty of gas sensors available in the market made from materials such as ZnO [66-

75], SnO2 [76-85], TiO2 [86-91], Palladium (Pd) nanostructures [92] etc.

1.1.1 Gas sensing mechanism of chemical gas sensors

The nanosized chemical sensors are good option to utilize in various applications but here we

will be discussing about chemical gas sensors only. When a chemical gas sensor is exposed to

gas, the molecules of the gas chemically adsorb on the sensor surface. This solid-gas

interaction alters the surface properties of device and this change yields the sensor response.

Gas sensors are grouped as resistance based gas sensor, capacitance based gas sensors,

optical gas sensors etc. All the gas sensors are based on the interaction of solid (sensing

material) and gas. The detection principle of resistance based gas sensor relies on the change

in electrical conductance of the sensing film when it is exposed to some gas molecules. In

case of capacitance based gas sensors, detection principle includes the change in dielectric

constant of the film as a function of gas concentration. In case of optical gas sensors, the

change in refractive index, absorbance and fluorescence properties are measured. Basic

schematic of the sensor setup is illustrated in Figure 1.1. Typically a sensor consists of a

sensitive layer (sensing material) printed on a substrate with two electrodes on either side of

sensing material and finally connected to the measuring device. The majority charge carriers

(electrons or holes) of sensitive material lead to conductivity. The interaction of the gas

atoms with the surface of material leads to change in carrier charge density of the material.

This change alters the conductivity of the material.

Figure 1.1: Schematic of sensor setup.
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in electrical conductance of the sensing film when it is exposed to some gas molecules. In

case of capacitance based gas sensors, detection principle includes the change in dielectric

constant of the film as a function of gas concentration. In case of optical gas sensors, the
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The difference in conductance between two electrodes is read by the multimeter. For

example, for n-type semiconductors, electrons are majority carriers. A reducing gas increases

the conductivity and oxidizing gas decrease the conductivity of the n-type material. The

reducing gas interacts with the oxygen ions at the surface of material and oxygen gives back

the electrons to the semiconductor. This decreases the depletion layer width and hence

conductivity increases. For p-type semiconductor, where majority carriers are holes, reverse

phenomenon occurs.

The thesis mainly discusses the metal-oxide (MO) gas sensors and metal hydrides (MHx) gas

sensor. The sensing mechanism depends upon the change in conductivity of metal oxide

semiconductor (ZnO, SnO2, TiO2 etc.) during adsorption/absorption of gases on their surface.

In the presence of air, oxygen atoms get adsorbed on the MO surface. These oxygen atoms

capture electrons from the conduction band of semiconductor and forms O-, O2-, O2- species

at the surface. A space charge layer is created that increases the resistivity of the

semiconductor. When a reducing gas is passed through the semiconductor, O- ions are

absorbed by the gas atoms and releases electrons from the space charge layer back to MOS

(metal oxide semiconductors) that increases the conductivity of a semiconductor.

1.2 PALLADIUM AND ITS VERSATILE PROPERTIES

Palladium (Pd) belongs to the platinum group metals family. Palladium metal was foundby

William Hyde Wollaston in early 1800’s while purifying platinum ores. Palladium is found in

abundant in the countries like South Africa and Russia. Due to its catalytic nature, it converts

harmful gases like carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide and hydrocarbons into harmless

components like carbon dioxide, nitrogen and water molecules [93-96].

Palladium is 10th group element of the periodic table with atomic number 46 and molecular

weight 106.42. Palladium has fascinating shiny silvery white metallic appearance. It has open

electronic shell configuration [Kr]4d105s0. Its ionic radius, atomic radius and covalent radius

is 0.137 nm, 0.21 nm and 0.31 nm respectively. Palladium has a face centered cubic crystal

structure with exposed (111), (100), (220) and (311) planes out of which (111) and (100) are

most prominent [97].

The following chemical properties of palladium illustrate its advantages over other materials:
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 Catalytic converter: Palladium catalytic property is useful in promoting hydrogenation

and dehydrogenation reactions. It converts almost 90% of harmful gases like carbon

monoxide, nitrogen oxide, hydrocarbons into less harmful gases like carbon dioxide,

water vapor etc [98]. In chemistry point of view, its catalytic properties are useful in

Suzuki Cross-Coupling reactions [99-100], Heck’s reaction [101-103], Negishi coupling

[104], Buchwald-Hartwig reaction [105], C-C cross-coupling reactions [106-107], and

alcohol oxidation reaction [108]. Palladium can also be used as antimicrobial material to

control the bacterial growth [109].

 Corrosion and oxidation resistance: Palladium is corrosion resistant. Palladium reduces

the corrosion rate of titanium to make it resistant to corrosion in non-oxidizing acids

(hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric acid etc.) [110]. Electroplating palladium on stainless

steel shows better corrosion resistance in corrosion medium [111].

 Strong affinity of palladium towards H2 absorption: Palladium has ability to

selectively absorb hydrogen atoms in a reversible manner. Due to catalytic property of

palladium, hydrogen molecule first dissociates into hydrogen atoms and these hydrogen

atoms occupy interstitial sites of FCC structure of palladium resulting in displacement of

metal atoms from their actual sites. Thus, there is volume expansion of palladium. The

reversible hydrogen absorption on palladium makes it efficient to use as a hydrogen

storage device, hydrogen purifier, and hydrogen detector.

1.3 PALLADIUM-HYDROGEN SYSTEM

T.Graham in 1866, noticed the absorption of hydrogen in palladium for the first time [112].

Until then, researchers performed many experiments to figure out the applications of

palladium as hydrogen detector and hydrogen purifier [113-116]. Palladium has been

extensively used as a hydrogen sensing material due to its unique response to hydrogen [117-

119]. The salient feature of palladium is its capacity to absorb large amount of hydrogen

rapidly even at room temperature. This phenomenon has led researchers to utilize palladium

as a hydrogen storage material or hydrogen sensing device. A catalytic surface increases the

rate of chemical reactions occurring near its surface. The Pd-H interaction involves the

interaction of hydrogen molecules and atoms on the surface of palladium.
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The interaction of hydrogen with palladium is governed by four basic processes. As an initial

step, hydrogen molecules are adsorbed on the surface of palladium (at some hydrogen

pressure). The catalytic behavior of palladium, then dissociates the hydrogen molecule into

its atomic form. These dissociated hydrogen atoms get diffused into the tetrahedral and

octahedral interstitial sites of palladium FCC crystal structure [120-121] and leads to the

formation of palladium hydrides (Binding energy of Pd-H is 2.34 eV [122] and bond length is

0.154 nm, bond length of H-H is 0.086 nm). The displacement of palladium atoms on

hydrogen incorporation results in volume expansion of palladium. Volume of palladium

nanoparticle expands, providing more conducting paths forming a highly conductive film.

The chemical bonding process modifies the electrical properties of palladium (resistivity,

work function) and provides an output signal in the form of conductance or resistance (as

shown in Figure 1.2).

The thin film of palladium consists of palladium nanoparticles arranged in some array with

some gaps between each nanoparticle. This volume expansion decreases the interparticle gap.

Consequently, the resistivity of the film decreases. This resistivity change attributes to sensor

response. The resistivity change of the film on hydrogenation is determined by the amount of

hydrogen impinging on the surface of a palladium film. Thus, it is concluded that the

influence of hydrogen with palladium changes its structural, mechanical, and electronic

properties. The hydrogen concentration dissolved in palladium is also proportional to the

partial pressure of gas i.e c=co√p where c is the concentration of hydrogen gas and p is the

partial pressure of gas. This is called Sievert’s law and co is the Sievert’s constant [123]. The

absorption/desorption of hydrogen on palladium film can also be explained by Sievert’s law

[124].

Incorporation of hydrogen atoms leads to electron scattering process that increases the

resistivity of the film. This electronic effect usually occurs at low H/Pd ratio. When the H/Pd

ratio rises to 0.6, palladium lattice expands due to a sufficient amount of hydrogen in the

palladium FCC lattice. This expansion reduces the interparticle gap, thereby decreasing the

resistivity of the film. This is geometric effect [119].
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Figure 1.2: Arrangement of palladium nanoparticles array on glass substrate. P1, P2,.…Pn represents the

number of conducting paths. (a) Palladium film without hydrogen exposure (b) Palladium film with hydrogen

exposure.

Absorption of hydrogen on palladium leads to three different phases-α phase, β phase and a

mixed α+β phase (Figure 1.3). α phase corresponds to low concentration of hydrogen in

palladium lattice (H/Pd=0.03), β phase corresponds to high occupation of hydrogen atoms in

palladium lattice (H/Pd>0.7) and mixed phase α+β corresponds to 0.3<H/Pd<0.7 [125]. β-

hydride phase is considered as over hydrogenated phase.

Figure 1.3 shows the ideal case of the phase diagram at room temperature. When it comes to

study response of palladium device towards hydrogen practically, the system becomes

reversible in the α and α+β phase and irreversibility is observed in the β phase. This

irreversibility of palladium hydride gives rise to lattice embrittlement owing to irregular

variations in conducting properties of palladium. Thus, the output resistance response

develops a hysteresis behavior over time.

Figure 1.3: Phase diagram showing relation of α,β phase and α+β phase of PdHx with hydrogen to palladium

(H/Pd) ratio at room temperature.
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Figure 1.4 shows the hysteresis in absorption-desorption process at constant pressure. This

degrades the performance of the sensor-sensitivity, response %, and reproducibility. Also, on

repeated hydrogenation/dehydrogenation process, palladium is susceptible to mechanical

stress, cracking, and delamination. In other words, hydrogen loading-deloading weakens the

mechanical strength of palladium film during phase transition. This decreases the long term

stability of the sensor which is not acceptable commercially. From a commercial point of

view, sensitivity and selectivity are the most appreciated characteristic of any sensor.

Figure 1.4: Phase diagram showing hysteresis loop during absorption/desorption of hydrogen in

palladium.Shaded part is hysteresis area.

This problem can be resolved by increasing the temperature of the film to suppress the area of

hysteresis loop (Figure 1.4). Ceasing the formation of β-PdHx plays an important role in

improving the sensitivity of the sensor. Another is to introduce some foreign metal in

palladium lattice with a similar crystal structure (to avoid lattice mismatch) and similar

atomic size.

1.4 SURFACE MODIFICATIONS OF METAL OXIDES BY METAL PARTICLES

Surface modification is usually done to tune the physical, chemical, mechanical, and surface

properties of nanomaterial. This can be done by either roughening its surface or by coating

some other compatible material at the surface. Surface modification of nanomaterials is rather

an exercise to employ in many applications. A range of methods are present in order to

modify the surface properties of materials, for example, dip coating method [126-127],

sputtering [128], plasma treatment [129-130], photoreduction method [131-132], spin coating

method [133], solution growth method [134] etc. The advantage of dip coating and solution
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growth method over others is that in these methods no such heavy and complicated

equipment is required and consumes very less time to deposit depending on wetting

properties of adsorbent and adsorbate. In dip coating method, solution of the material to be

deposited is prepared and a cleaned substrate (with or without film of different material) is

dipped in it for different time intervals (depending on the requirement of thickness). In

solution growth method, two solutions of different materials are prepared and then are mixed

to grow nanoparticles simultaneously over one another. When solution is ready, the modified

nanoparticles are deposited either by spin coating or dip coating method.

Here we are focused on making an efficient hydrogen sensing material with good sensing

characteristics. The sensitivity, selectivity and other sensing parameters rely on the surface

reactions of sensing material. The participation of a catalyst on the surface of metal oxides

could increase the rate of reaction and surface reactions increase, which leads to high

sensitivity [135-138]. The catalytic materials can be Pd, Au, Pt, Ag etc.

Metal oxide sensors have gained attention due to its ability to detect number of gases with

good sensing properties [139-142]. A broad research has been done towards the hydrogen

sensing properties of metal oxides like ZnO, TiO2, SnO2, MnO2 etc. In general, metal oxide

hydrogen sensors have been classified depending on the sensing mechanisms: work function

based or resistance based. The key principle is based on the chemical reactions taking place

between semiconductor surface and target gas. Metal oxides contain a high density of oxides

atoms at the surface sites of metal. The fundamental mechanism of semiconductors based

sensors is the change in resistance due to the space charge layer on the surface. ZnO is the

most popular semiconductor material for hydrogen detection. Oxygen atoms (highly

electronegative) on the surface of semiconductor capture electrons from conduction bands of

semiconductor. This results in an increase in the current density barrier that increases the

resistance. On hydrogen exposure, hydrogen atoms give the electrons to the conduction band

of semiconductor to decrease the current density barrier. This change in resistivity of

semiconductor on hydrogenation gives the sensor signal. But the majority of them are

incompetent in terms of sensitivity and selectivity. To solve this problem, a number of

strategies have been implemented such as doping or surface modification of the metal oxides

for gas detection. Catalytic active material like palladium enhances the rate of interaction of

gases and metal oxides. This effectively increases the sensitivity and selectivity of the sensor,

resulting in fast response and recovery time.
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1.5 MOTIVATION OF PRESENT WORK

The hazardous results of hydrogen leakage bring the hydrogen safety as an important issue.

The colorless and odorless property of hydrogen requires an innovative sensing device that

could detect its presence below its explosion limit to avoid the explosion risks. Thus, there is

a pressing need to fabricate a fast, compact, low cost, and efficient hydrogen sensing device.

There are many hydrogen sensors available but they compromise either the good sensing

properties or their limited operational temperature range. Nanoparticles have high surface

area, which is boon for effective gas sensing. Nanoparticles based gas sensors are potentially

faster, has lower limit of detection, and operate at lower temperatures. Palladium

nanoparticles have high sensitivity and selectivity towards hydrogen at room temperature.

The limitation of palladium based hydrogen sensor is the failure of device performance at

relatively higher temperatures (>50oC). Narrow operational temperature range bounds the

device to work in a particular region, not universally. Thus to widen the operational

temperature range with no compromise with the sensitivity and selective behavior, there is

need to introduce some other material with highly sensitive palladium nanoparticles.

Aluminium doped zinc oxide (AZO) is thermally stable and conducting at high temperatures.

Thus, the Pd decorated AZO devices are useful for both low and relatively high temperature

applications.

Thus, our motivation is to develop a hydrogen sensing device that is hydrogen specific,

highly sensitive (to detect concentrations below its flammable limit), reproducible, stable,

low cost and has wide operational temperature range. The use of glass substrates and simple

fabrication processes lowers the cost of sensor device.

1.6 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS

The thesis is organized as follows:

 Chapter 1 begins with the basic concept of sensors followed by the elaboration of

chemical sensors. A summary of palladium and palladium based devices with remarkable

applications has been explained. The chapter ends with the motivation of the present

work.

 Chapter 2 includes the synthesis of pure palladium nanoparticles, palladium films and

AZO:Pd films and their characterizations-GIXRD, TEM, AFM, and UV-vis
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spectroscopy. This chapter includes general information about the synthesis method and

experimental analysis of prepared nanostructures.

 Chapter 3 is devoted to the fabrication of sensor devices based on prepared films and their

electrical measurements useful to calculate sensing parameters.

 Chapter 4 provides the results of hydrogen response of pure palladium and surface

modified device including sensing mechanism of both the devices.

 Chapter 5 contains the theoretical interpretation of obtained sensor data.

 Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes the work contained in the thesis along with future

perspectives of this work.
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CHAPTER 2

SYNTHESIS OF PURE PALLADIUM NANOPARTICLES, PALLADIUM FILM,

AZO:Pd FILMS AND THEIR CHARACTERIZATIONS

Synthesis is an important step to start with nanoparticles. Synthesis of nanoparticles provides

a platform for producing nanostructures and opens prospects to explore their nanoscale

properties in various applications. In the bulk material, the physical properties are

independent of size. However, at the nanoscale, the physical and chemical properties become

dependent on particle size and density of atoms at the surface of material. There are dozens of

synthesis methods of nanoparticles including sol gel method [143-145], wet chemical method

[146-147], combustion method [148-149], ball milling method [150-151] etc. All techniques

are differentiated based on two approaches; Top-down approach and Bottom up approach

(Figure 2.1) [152-153]. Bottom up approach is mostly preferred for fabrication of

nanostructures with narrow size distribution and less surface defects as compared to the

former approach. This approach is divided into liquid phase synthesis, vapor phase synthesis

and gas phase synthesis.

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of top down approach and bottom up approach to prepare nanoparticles.

The crystal formation of nanoparticles consists of two important steps-nucleation and growth

[154]. Nucleation is a phenomenon in which a nucleus or seed initiates the crystallization.

Adding more atoms to the surface of nucleating crystals leads to growth in specific

directions. The criteria for the formation of mono dispersed nanoparticles are to increase the

nucleation rate and to reduce growth rate. Nucleation and growth are the building blocks of

synthesizing the nanoparticles. Size and shape of nanoparticles are dependent on the

synthesis parameters, capping agents and surfactants. Size of the nanoparticles determines the
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surface to volume ratio and surface energy. More is the surface to volume ratio; more is the

reactivity. Small sized nanoparticles comprise more surface energy than larger sized

nanoparticles. Thus, there are more chances for smaller nanoparticles to agglomerate. Shape

determines the surface structure and can be modified and controlled by adding cappants or

surfactants.

Several size-reducing mechanisms have been proposed to prepare palladium nanoparticles

such as polyol method [154-155], solvothermal method [156-157], single pot method [158],

electrochemical method [159-162], hydrothermal method [163] etc. Among all these

techniques, polyol method has been used in practice for centuries to prepare metal

nanoparticles with monodispersity, agglomeration free and controlled reaction rate. They

have quality control over the particle size, distribution, purity, and morphology. The choice

of solvent, metal precursor, reducing agent, surfactants etc. plays an important role to achieve

good quality metal nanoparticles. In the past few decades, the palladium nanoparticles are

synthesized in a rich variety of shapes [164-169,]. These different morphologies are attained

by the manipulation of either the thermodynamics of the system or by the kinetics involved in

crystal growth.

2.1 POLYOL SYNTHESIS OF PALLADIUM NANOPARTICLES

Polyol method is procedurally simple and monodispersed nanoparticles are readily formed

with good size and shape uniformity. This chemical method consists of reduction of metal

from its precursor by using ethylene glycol or poly (ethylene glycol) as reducing agent as

well as solvent [155]. Polyol synthesis technique is non-aqueous method where glycol is

adsorbed on surface of nanoparticles preventing oxidation problem and reduces the problem

of hydrolysis of fine metal particles that often occur in aqueous solvent. Thus, this cost-

effective method well suited to prepare metallic nanoparticles [170-176]. Among various

other methods, the chemical reduction method is most popular one being used by researchers

because of its easy process and inexpensive production. The polyol method has capability of

producing nanoparticles with uniform size and shape, as always required. As its name

implies, polyol contains single or multiple hydroxyl functional groups (OH-) and are served

as solvent as well as reducing agent in the synthesis. The optimized concentration of metal

precursor, reaction temperature, reaction time and amount of capping agent yields

nanoparticles with controlled size and shape.
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 Metal Precursors: Selecting a precursor is the first route of preparing nanoparticles.

Palladium has dozens of precursors like Na2PdCl4 (sodium palladium tetrachloride) [177-

179], Pd(C2H3O2) (palladium acetate) [180-181], H2PdCl4 (dihydrogen

tetrachloropalladate) [182-183], dimethylpalladium [184], PdCl2 (palladium chloride)

[185-187], Pd(NO3)2 (palladium nitrate)[188] etc. The concentration of precursor is

important to make a supersaturated solution to start nucleation.

 Solvent and reducing agent: Once the precursor is picked, an appropriate solvent is

needed with high dissolution property with respect to the precursor.Solvents may be polar

organic, non-polar organic or simply may be distilled water. In polyol method, the dual

role of alcohol emerged the interest in polyol methods for metal reduction. For example,

ethylene glycol is served as a solvent as well as reducing agent. Moreover, it leads to very

few by-products after metal reduction that can be easily removed.

In polyol method, the particle size distribution strongly depends upon nature and

reduction potential of reducing agent [189]. Choice of the reducing agent depends on

nature of metal, which is to be reduced, and stabilizing agent is chosen according to the

application of the metal nanoparticles. High molecular weight of glycols, reaction rate is

accelerated which speeds up nucleation and growth and situations becomes

uncontrollable. This leads to inhomogeneity in size and shape of nanoparticles. Reducing

agent like sodium borohydrate with low reduction potential allows the reaction to go

slowly so that no free ions are left in the reaction [190]. Thus, sodium borohydride results

in formation of amorphous palladium nanoparticles and weak reducing agent like ethanol

forms crystalline palladium nanoparticles [190].

 Stabilizer: Stabilizer modifies the kinetics of atoms that are responsible for the shape

change.Stabilizers are generally polymers and are selected depending on their molecular

weights as per requirement. They are proficient to inhibit clumping of particles that

generally occur at high temperature and large reaction time. Stabilizers guarantee to

control the growth of nanoparticles by controlling particle size at initial stage during

synthesis, and by controlling the growth rate. They control aggregation by two

phenomenon-Electrostatic stabilization and steric stabilization. There always exist some

forces of attraction between two particles and when this force of attraction increases,

aggregation of particles takes place. So to stop the particles to come closer, an electrical

layer of same charges on the surfaces of neighboring particles is created (either by

physical adsorption of charged ions on surface or by dissociation of surface charged
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species) such that there exist a force of repulsion between them. This is known as

electrostatic stabilization. Layering the surface of nanoparticle with a bulky material is

known as steric stabilization. Polymers keep two particles away from each other under

certain conditions due to polymer and particle surface interaction. Polymer molecules are

adsorbed on the surface of particles by forming chemical bonds between them.

PVP (polyvinylpyrrolidone) is one of common stabilizer widely used to protect

nanoparticles from agglomeration. It stabilizes the nanoparticles as shown in Figure 2.2.

PVP has structure of polyvinyl skeleton with two polar groups attached to it; O (oxygen)

and N (nitrogen). Mechanism of protection of metal nanoparticles by PVP can be

discussed as follows: The lone pairs from both N and O make coordinate bond with the

metal that forms a complex compound M-PVP (metal-PVP). Mn+ in Mn+-PVP complex is

then reduced to pure metal by gaining n electrons from reducing agent. The mechanism of

formation of coordinate bond between metal and PVP molecule is shown in Equations

2.1, 2.2. Thus, the PVP performs as size controller and capping agent.

Figure 2.2: Protection of metal nanoparticles by PVP molecules.

R              R       R         R

X + Mn+ +X → X:Mn+:X                       ……….. (2.1)

R         R                 R      R

X:Mn+:X  + ne- → X:M:X ……….. (2.2)

Where R=-(CH2-CH)n- and X=

Figure 2.3: Reaction of PVP and metal.
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Growth rate can be controlled by selective adhesion of stabilizers on nanoparticle surface.

Other capping agents used to prepare agglomeration free palladium nanoparticles are

CTAB (Cetyl Trimethyl Ammonium Bromide) [191-193,], thiols [194-195], citrate [196]

etc.

 Synthesis temperature and reaction time: Synthesis temperatureis important to trigger

the reaction mechanisms. Usually, particles formed at low temperature are smaller than

produced at high temperature. Reaction time includes the time given to complete the

chemical reaction. Both parameters are connected with the reaction rate. Less reaction

time could lead to incomplete reduction of metal ions due to which the reaction becomes

unstable and limits the complete formation of nanoparticles. Reaction rate increases with

increase in synthesis temperature.

Experimental synthesis of palladium nanoparticles:

Table 2.1 Materials used in the synthesis of palladium nanoparticles

Material Purpose Molecular
formula

Appearance Company

Sodium
tetrachloropalladate
(IV)

Precursor Na2PdCl4.3H2O Solid red-brown
powder.

MW=346 g/mol

Alfa-Aesar

Polyvinylpyrrolidone Capping agent -(C6H9NO)n- Solid white
powder.

MW=8000

Alfa-Aesar

Ethylene Glycol Reducing
agent and
solvent

OH-CH2-CH2-
OH

Transparent
liquid.

MW=62.07 g/mol

Alfa-Aesar

The palladium nanoparticles were synthesized by the polyol method using liquid polyol,

ethylene glycol (EG) [155][197] as shown in Figure 2.4. The chosen palladium precursor was

sodium tetrachloropalladate(II) (Na2PdCl4.3H2O). 5 ml of EG was heated in a dust free clean

volumetric flask at 100oC under constant stirring for one hour. 0.0165 g of Na2PdCl4.3H2O

and 0.0031 g of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) were added simultaneously in hot EG under

stirring condition. PVP is used as a capping agent to prevent the agglomerated growth of the

metal nanoparticles. The red brown solution turned dark brown within few minutes of the

addition. This change in color is an indication of the initiation of reduction of palladium
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precursor to metallic palladium. The temperature and stirring was maintained for another one

hour and then the content of the flask was centrifuged at 5000 rpm to yield desired clean

precipitates (washed with ethanol several times to remove organic components). The

reduction reactions are as follows:

2HOCH2CH2OH → 2CH3CHO + 2H2O ...……(2.3)

(Ethylene glycol)       (Acetaldehyde)

2CH3CHO+Na2PdCl4.3H2O→CH3CO-OCCH3+Pd↓+2NaCl+2HCl+3H2O           .……..(2.4)

Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of polyol synthesis of palladium nanoparticles.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF Pd NANOPARTICLES

The studies of properties of nanoparticles are of paramount importance. It is important to

know how the prepared nanostructures look like (morphology), the composition (elemental,

chemical and phase), surface impurities, how it interacts with surroundings (surface area,

surface charge, surface reactivity) and its stability. High precision characterization techniques

are required to observe the properties of nanomaterials at their atomic scale. There are many

approaches to study the properties such as size, shape, structure, phase, energy levels etc.

associated with nanoparticles. Here we will discuss the electron microscopic analysis and

optical analysis of prepared palladium nanoparticles.
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2.2.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Transmission electron microscopy is a microscopy technique where an energetic beam of

electrons (emitted from electron gun or cathode) is transmitted through an ultrathin specimen.

An image is formed from the interaction of the electrons transmitted through the specimen.

Then the image is magnified, focused and captured by a camera. TEMs are capable of

imaging at a significantly higher resolution, owing to the small de-Broglie wavelength of

electrons. Transmission electron microscopy gives information about size-shape of particles

and their distribution.

TEM analysis of pure palladium nanoparticles:

Sample preparation:

For the TEM measurement, the eppendorf tube containing palladium precipitates and

supernatant was mechanically shaken for uniform mixing by ultrasonication for one hour.

Then two drops were taken out of the solution and dropped on carbon coated 400 mesh

copper grid (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Carbon coated 400 mesh copper grid.

TEM images were obtained using Hitachi-7500 operating at 100 kV. TEM image of

chemically prepared nanoparticles at 100oC is shown in Figure 2.6.An overall uniformity in

particle size is evident from the TEM micrograph. The average particle size is ~9.5±0.5 nm.

The shapes of the synthesized palladium nanoparticles were nearly spherical with some

polyhedron shaped particles. Clusters seen in the images are because of insufficient period of

sonication.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: (a) TEM image of pure palladium nanoparticles (b) Size distribution

2.2.2 UV-Vis Spectroscopy

When a beam of incident light (200-700 nm) is passed through a solution containing

nanoparticles, it is absorbed, transmitted or is scattered. In UV-Vis spectroscopy, the

absorption and transmission of light are considered at the molecular and atomic level.

Solution containing test sample is filled in a cuvette and is irradiated by a broad spectrum of

UV-vis light (200-700 nm) (Figure 2.7). The wavelength at which absorption occurs is

recorded by an optical spectrometer along with the degree of absorption. The absorption of

light by the solution contains the electronic transitions in the molecules of the solution.

Absorption leads to the movement of electrons from lower energy molecular orbital to higher

energy molecular orbital. This leads to the electronic transitions of the molecules of the

solute. If the atoms of the sample match the energy of a certain band of UV-vis light, there

occurs electronic transitions and photons of that particular wavelength get absorbed. The

spectrometer records the wavelength of incident radiation when maximum absorption occurs.
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Figure 2.7: Absorption and transmission of light through cuvette containing sample.

The absorbance of light by a solution follows Lambert-Beer law which states that absorption

is directly proportional to the concentration of solution (c) (mol/l) (Beer’s law) and the width

of cuvette (l) (cm) (path length of light inside cuvette) (Lambert’s law). This can be

formulated as:

A α l.c = ε.l.c

where ε is the absorption coefficient (probability of absorbance of light by solution)

Also A=log

where Io is the intensity of incident light and I is the intensity of transmitted light.

When I < Io, it means light is partially absorbed by the solution.

If Io=I, then log = 0, it means no absorbance occurs, light is completely transmitted.

Absorbance is very high in concentrated solution due to presence of comparatively more

number of molecules than a dilute solution.

In case of metal nanoparticles, the absorption of incident radiations takes place by Surface

Plasmon Resonance phenomenon [198-202].

UV-Vis analysis of pure palladium nanoparticles:

To prepare sample for UV-vis study, 5μl of palladium precipitate solution is dropped in

quartz cuvette containing ethylene glycol and is shaken well to dissolve palladium

precipitates uniformly. SPR absorption band depends on the particle size, concentration of

solution, and nature of metal. We used PerkinElmer Lambda 750 UV photo spectrometer for

UV-vis analysis of palladium nanoparticles. The working range of this equipment is 190-800

nm. The spectrometer was equipped with suitable software to record the data. Baseline

correction was done by using quartz cuvette containing ethylene glycol solution. The

recorded numerical data was plotted in Origin 8 software.
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Figure 2.8: UV-Vis spectra of pure palladium nanoparticles.

The plotted Absorbance vs Wavelength data in Figure 2.8 shows the maximum absorption

peak at 218 nm.

2.3 PALLADIUM THIN FILM PREPARATION

Thin film deposition is about coating a very thin layer of material (thickness in nanometer

range) over a substrate. Deposition of film on substrate is a challenging task to achieve a

continuous film with overall uniformity and to be corrosion resistant and strong adhesion to

substrate. Numerous techniques are present to deposit palladium thin film which are broadly

categorized under two main techniques- Chemical methods [203-212] and Physical methods

[213-219]. Every method has its own advantages and disadvantages. Here, we use solution

drop method because of its simplicity, requires no expensive or messy equipment and film

forms within minutes with good surface roughness (required for sensor studies).

Figure 2.9: Palladium film preparation on glass substrate by drop method.

To prepare palladium nanofilms, two drops of the cleaned precipitates (preparation is

discussed in Figure 2.4) were placed on the cleaned ultra-thin glass cover slips (thickness

~0.7mm) and allowed to dry at room temperature (Figure 2.9). Cover slips were cleaned by

acetone followed by ethanol and distilled water and were dried in dust free environment.
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2.4 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF PALLADIUM FILMS

2.4.1 Grazing Incident angle X-Ray Diffraction (GIXRD)

The very basic characterization in nanoscale world is XRD. The XRD graphs give the partial

confirmation of the formation of nanoparticles by matching the diffracted planes with the

standard JCPDS data. X-Ray diffraction technique is a non-destructive technique which gives

information about the internal crystal structure of crystalline solid that includes the lattice

parameters of unit cell, interplanar spacing, Bragg’s angle (diffraction angle), phase

identification, orientation of crystallites etc. All crystalline solids have long range order of

periodic arrangement of atoms, molecules or ions forming a crystal lattice. In a crystal, all

unit cells are symmetric with no gaps and lie in all crystallographic directions. The systematic

arrangement of atoms gives rise to certain planes. The lattice planes and family of directions

are generally described by miller indices. Thus, basically XRD shows the fingerprint of the

sample.  XRD normally distinguishes between amorphous, crystalline and polycrystalline

material. For amorphous materials, the XRD graph shows no peak. The crystalline and

polycrystalline materials can be distinguished on the basis of the number of diffracting peaks.

More number of planes, more number of peaks. Thus polycrystalline material shows more

diffraction peaks as compared to crystalline material. XRD is not suitable for ultrathin films

and multilayered thin films because of large penetration depth. Thus to study thin films of

few nanometer thickness, GIXRD is used. Difference between the XRD and GIXRD is that in

GIXRD, X-rays are incident on the surface of film at very low incident angle (usually less

than 10o). In GIXRD, incident angle is kept fixed, the incident and diffracted angle is varied

by moving the detector arm only. GIXRD increases the pathway of incident rays inside the

film and is used to minimize the contribution of substrate as illustrated in Figure 2.10. It can

be seen from Figure 2.10, L2>L1 i.e penetration path is longer in GIXRD as compared to

XRD which is beneficial to collect more information of surface properties of crystallographic

thin films without interference of substrate.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: (a) Conventional XRD, (b) GIXRD.
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GIXRD, X-rays are incident on the surface of film at very low incident angle (usually less

than 10o). In GIXRD, incident angle is kept fixed, the incident and diffracted angle is varied

by moving the detector arm only. GIXRD increases the pathway of incident rays inside the

film and is used to minimize the contribution of substrate as illustrated in Figure 2.10. It can

be seen from Figure 2.10, L2>L1 i.e penetration path is longer in GIXRD as compared to

XRD which is beneficial to collect more information of surface properties of crystallographic

thin films without interference of substrate.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: (a) Conventional XRD, (b) GIXRD.
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GIXRD analysis of prepared palladium nanofilm:

The GIXRD patterns were collected by a Bruker diffractometer with CuKα1 radiation at a

fixed 3o grazing incidence angle. The 2θ detector scan was performed in the range 20o-80o

that was sufficient to capture all important palladium peaks. As shown in Figure 2.11, the

most intense palladium peak (111) is obtained at 2θ~40.26o followed by (200) and (220)

reflections (JCPDS card: 050681). These three peaks clearly indicate the face centered cubic

(FCC) structure of the particles.

Figure 2.11: GIXRD of prepared palladium nanofilm.

In general, minimum number of XRD peaks contributes to the presence of highest symmetry

crystals i.e of cubic structure. Thus, Figure 2.11 indicates the FCC structure owing to the

most intense (111) reflection. The presence of FCC lattice structure can also be confirmed by

the selection rule for miller indices i.e. [220]

Allowed reflections= h, k, l all odd or all even.

Forbidden reflections= h, k, l mixed odd and even.

The absence of other peaks eliminates the existence of other phases and impurities in the

system.

The size of crystallite (d) is estimated from the peak width of the most intense (111)

reflection using the Scherrer’s formula which is [221-222]:

= 0.9
where λ = 1.54059 Ǻ (wavelength of CuKα1radiation),

β is the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM), and
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θ is the Bragg’s angle of the considered peak.

The (111) reflection peak from the experimental data is fitted with a smooth curve and the

calculated‘d’ was 11.6 nm.

2.4.2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

AFM produces a three dimensional image-horizontal X-Y and vertical Z. In AFM, the

resolution in Z direction is more than in XY direction giving the information of thickness of

film. AFM normally works at three modes; contact mode, non-contact mode and tapping

mode. AFM uses a spring like cantilever with small and sharp tip probe to scan the surface of

film over a region of interest. A laser beam is used to detect the movements of cantilever over

the surface. These movements of cantilever will change the direction of reflected beam which

are tracked by the position sensitive photodiode detector.

AFM analysis of prepared palladium nanofilm:

AFM (non-contact mode) was used to study the surface morphology of the palladium films

prepared on glass substrates. A porous surface morphology of the films can be seen with high

surface to volume ratio in Figure 2.12. The scan has been done for four different areas viz.

(2μm×2μm), (1μm×1μm), (500 nm×500 nm), and (100 nm×100 nm) to check the porosity of

the surface of prepared palladium nanofilm. Figure 2.12 shows that the surface is highly

porous with high surface to volume ratio. This porous morphology is favorable for good

adsorption of gases indicating the potential applications as gas sensors. The z-scale attached

with each AFM scan illustrates that the maximum depth of the porous sensing layer is ~516

nm.

From TEM analysis (discussed in section 2.2.1), the average particle size was observed to be

~10 nm. Thus, it can be said that the sensing layer consists of a stack of ~51 layers of

palladium nanoparticles arranged in some array.
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(a)                                              (b)

(c)                                                 (d)

Figure 2.12: AFM images of palladium nanoparticles at different areas.

2.5 DEPOSITION OF Al DOPED ZnO FILMS BY SPUTTERING

To prepare AZO films, commercially available aluminium (2 wt. %) doped zinc oxide target

(4 N purity) was used. ~75 nm thin film on glass substrates was formed at room temperature

using pulsed dc magnetron sputtering by applying a RF power of 100 W (Advanced Energy,

Pinnacle Plus) (High RF power will increase the resistivity of the film [223]). The base

pressure was maintained at 5×10-3 mbar during sputtering by flowing 27 sccm of high purity

argon gas. During the deposition period (12 min), substrates were rotated with a speed of 3

rpm to achieve uniform film thickness. The substrates were placed at a distance of ~8 cm and

at an optimized angle of 50o with respect to the target normal. After deposition, the AZO

films were annealed at 400oC for 3 h in air ambient.
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2.6 SURFACE MODIFICATION OF Al DOPED ZnO FILMS BY CHEMICAL DIP

METHOD

The palladium nanoparticles were prepared in the same manner as is discussed in section 2.1.

For surface modification with Pd nanoparticles, the oxide films were dipped in a dispersed

solution of metal nanoparticle in ethanol for 5s (Figure 2.13), followed by drying at 50oC in

an oven.

Figure 2.13: Schematic of chemical dip method.

2.7 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF AZO:Pd FILM

2.7.1 GIXRD

The GIXRD patterns were obtained by using CuKα1 radiation at a fixed 3o grazing incidence

angle. The detector scan was performed from 20o to 80o that was sufficient to capture all

important palladium peaks. The XRD patterns (as shown in Figure 2.14) reveal the

polycrystalline grain structure (of surface modified AZO), and the most preferred (002)

orientation is shown by the presence of the most intense reflection around 34.3 (JCPDS card:

760704).

Figure 2.14: GIXRD of Pd modified AZO nanofilm (AZO:Pd)
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Zinc oxide crystallizes in hexagonal crystal system (wurtzite) and the grains are oriented

along c-axis, which is an energetically stable configuration [224-225]. No Pd peaks are

observed in the XRD pattern of Pd modified AZO, and this probably implies that the

concentration of Pd on the surface is small.

2.7.2 AFM (Atomic Force Microscopy)

The AFM topography of unmodified AZO surface and Pd modified AZO surface is shown in

Figure 2.15(a) and 2.15(b) respectively. An overall uniformity of the surface morphology of

both surfaces can be seen from the AFM images.

Figure 2.15: AFM topography (scale length 200 nm) (a) unmodified AZO surface

(b) Pd nanoparticle modified AZO surface

The average AZO grain size is ~27-29 nm. In Figure 2.15(b), the appearance of some clusters

in the valleys between granular hills is attributed to the presence of palladium nanoparticles.

Such clusters are absent in the unmodified topography (Figure 2.15(a)). The huge number of

such clusters distributed over the undulating AZO granular morphology provides the catalytic

surface area for enhanced solid-gas interaction.
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CHAPTER 3

FABRICATION OF SENSOR DEVICE AND ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

3.1 RESISTIVE DEVICE FABRICATION BASED ON:

3.1.1 Pure palladium nanofilm device with interdigitated electrodes

Three simple steps (Figure 3.1) prepared palladium based sensing device. Step 1 includes

drawing parallel electrodes (silver paint) using a fine needle manually across the edges of

palladium film (film is prepared in section 2.3). Step 2 contains drawing lines perpendicular

to these parallel electrodes. More such lines are drawn carefully (along with drying so that

they do not conjoin) to form a mesh like design which are called interdigitated electrodes

(step 3) so as to cover almost all sections of the sensing film. The separation between any two

parallel silver electrodes was less than 1 mm.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of sensor device (pure Pd).

The two opposite ends of interdigitated electrodes were then connected to the multimeter

using thin copper wires to record the change in resistance of the film (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Sensing device connected to digital multimeter.
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3.1.2 AZO:Pd nanofilm device with two parallel electrodes

The fabrication of AZO:Pd device includes the similar steps as discussed in Figure 3.1. The

only difference is that in this case, two parallel electrodes were drawn on the surface of the

prepared AZO:Pd films (as discussed in section 2.6) [Figure 3.3]. The total (AZO:Pd) device

area was ~5mm×5mm, and the separation between the two parallel silver paste electrodes

was ~2 mm. The two opposite ends of interdigitated electrodes were then coupled with the

multimeter using thin copper wires to record the change in resistivity of the film (in a similar

manner as shown in Figure 3.2). The arrangement of AZO grains and Pd NPs is shown as

displayed by AFM images in section 2.7.2.

Figure 3.3: Schematic of sensor device (AZO:Pd).

3.2 IMPORTANCE OF SUBSTRATE

Substrate is a platform onto which a thin layer of nanomaterial is deposited. A large range of

substrates exists like Teflon, glass, Quartz, alumina, plastics, silicon etc. Selection of

substrate is in accordance with the application of deposited material. Thin films of thickness

less than micrometers loses tendency to withstand the stresses due to temperature and

pressure. Thus, a support is needed to withstand these stresses. The supporting material

should be porous, hard (resistant to fracture), corrosion resistant, fast adhesion, isotropic,

stability, free of contaminants and organic components, moisture free, porous or non-porous

(application dependent), etc. Substrates are categorized as interfering substrate and non-

interfering substrates. Substrates such as glass are non-interfering substrates, as it does not

interfere with the electrical, optical or mechanical properties of deposited film. In case of

interfering substrates, the orientation and crystallinity of substrate readily affects the
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morphology and crystallinity of deposited film [226-228]. Sometimes it becomes important to

use intrfering substrates to modify the properties of the film for particular applications.

Many substrates are reported to prepare palladium thin films like glass [217,229-235], Al2O3

[214], Silicon [236-238], GaAs [239], alumina [240-241]etc. In this work, palladium

nanoparticles are deposited on clean glass substrate (non-interfering substrate) to display

overall effect of palladium in hydrogen sensing (no contribution from substrate). A simple

low cost glass substrate could reduce the overall price of commercial sensor. The pure Pd

nanoparticle based sensors have efficient performance at low temperatures (<60oC) [97,242].

To improve the response of palladium based sensor device at high temperatures also,

palladium was decorated on the surface of AZO (Aluminium doped Zinc Oxide) (interfering

conducting base). AZO surfaces are stable at high temperatures and their conducting

properties could help in maintaining the sensor response of palladium film. Consequently, the

Pd decorated AZO devices are useful for both low and relatively high temperature

applications. Moreover, this temperature range of application can be further controlled by

suitable choice of substrate and catalytic nanoparticle.

3.3 SENSOR SETUP AND ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

A basic gas sensor setup is demonstrated in Figure 3.4. The testing chamber is connected to a

gas inlet and gas outlet for the entry and exit of gases respectively. The gas cylinders that are

bridged with mass flow controllers and mass flow meters provide the gases to flow in the

testing chamber. Mass flow controller is a device that controls the flow of specific gas in a

chamber at particular flow rates. Heater provides the wide range of temperature and pressure

gauge maintains the desired pressure of gases inside the chamber. The sensing device is

placed in this chamber and the electrical change in device is recorded on a sensitive

multimeter.
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Figure 3.4: Block diagram of sensor setup.

In this study, the prepared sensing device (based on Pd NPs and AZO:Pd) was placed inside

the sensing chamber. High purity gases (negligible moisture content (<2 ppm)) like hydrogen,

methane, and air [hydrogen gas (H2) 99.998 vol. %; methane gas (CH4) 99.99 vol. %; and air

(oxygen ~20 vol. % and nitrogen ~80 vol. %)] were sent into the sensing chamber using mass

flow controllers and mass flow meters (Digiflow,USA). For recording the data, Agilent digital

multimeter (Agilent U1252A) and Keithley Pico ammeter (Model 6487, M/S Keithley

Instruments) were used. The main chamber is placed co-axially inside a resistively heated

furnace with a 4 cm constant temperature zone. A copper-constantan thermocouple coupled

with a precise temperature controller (±1oC accuracy) is used to monitor the temperature.

Basically, sensor response data is represented as the relative response of sensing device. The

electrical sensor response can be plotted in many ways depending on the properties of

material. For example, Current vs Voltage (I-V) at constant temperature, Voltage vs

Temperature (V-T) at constant current, Resistance vs Time at constant voltage, Response%

vs Time at constant gas concentrations  etc.

In this study, the hydrogen gas response of prepared resistive sensor devices was determined

by plotting device resistance (hydrogen gas loaded) versus exposure time graphs. Since the
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electrical properties of palladium film changes when it is exposed to reducing or oxidizing

gas [243]. Thus, the response study of palladium based films was carried out as resistance-

time plots.

The sensor parameters were computed as follows:

1. Sensitivity: Sensitivity is the ability of the sensor of how fast the output (say for

example, electrical quantity such as volts or resistance) changes in response to the

change in the input parameter. Sensitivity of a resistive gas sensor is calculated by the

following formula:Sensitivity = change in resistance (gas loaded)resistance (no gas)
Or

Response % = R − RR × 100, at constant voltage.
where Ra is the resistance of device in air (no test gas loaded) and Rg is the resistance of

device when test gas is loaded (Figure 3.5)

2. Response time: Response time is the time taken by sensor to reach 90% of saturation

value.

From Figure 3.5, response time is given by t2-t1

3. Recovery time: Recovery time is time taken by sensor to reach 90% of its baseline

value.

From Figure 3.5, recovery time is given by │t3-t4│

Figure 3.5: General response pattern

For a commercial sensor, the response time and recovery time should be very low (<1

second)
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4. Selectivity: Selectivity means that the sensor is unresponsive to the gases other than test

gas. If a contribution to the sensor signal comes from another gas, the sensor reading

will provide a false measurement.

5. Reproducibility: It is the ability of sensor to produce same results after repeated use at

constant gas concentration. For a reproducible sensor, response pattern should be same

as shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Reproducible sensor response.

6. Long-term stability: Stability is a degree to which sensor results remains constant with

time. Long-term stability is very important as sensor performance should not vary

within minutes, hours or days. Generally, it happens that the material used to fabricate

sensor degrades with time that changes its mechanical, electrical or chemical properties.

Sometimes environmental conditions and storage conditions (improper isolation from

environment) could also degrade the sensor device.
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CHAPTER 4

HYDROGEN RESPONSE RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this study, the test gases used were hydrogen and methane, and nitrogen/air were

considered as carrier gases. Study in nitrogen was done to understand the hydrogen sensing

mechanism of sensor device in an unreactive atmosphere and study in air was conducted to

reveal the potentiality of the sensor device for real field applications. Methane sensing was

done to check the selectivity of palladium sensor device for hydrogen detection.

4.1. RESPONSE STUDIES OF PURE Pd NPs DEVICES IN H2/N2AMBIENT

For understanding the hydrogen sensing behavior of prepared palladium films, these films

were exposed to a range of hydrogen concentrations (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3%, 0.4%, 0.5% and 1%)

in nitrogen ambient at different temperatures (35oC-75oC) (Figure 4.1).

The absorption and desorption of hydrogen gas on palladium surface changes the resistance

of the palladium film. We practiced this phenomenon to obtain the sensor response. Sensor

output includes the change in resistivity (whether this be an increase or decrease) of the

palladium film for different concentration of hydrogen gas at different temperatures. The

resistance change is calculated by subtracting the resistance at no gas and the resistance after

introducing hydrogen gas. The sensor response (S) is defined as the ratio of the change in

resistance in presence of hydrogen mixed with nitrogen to the initial resistance in nitrogen at

a constant voltage and is expressed as:

= −
where Rn is the resistance of device in nitrogen ambient (hydrogen unloaded) and Rh is the

resistance in H2/N2 ambient.

In this study, the device showed almost zero response at 30oC. So, the studies were carried

out at the starting temperature of 35oC. Figure 4.1 displays excellent response patterns for all

hydrogen concentrations. It is also observed expectedly that the response magnitude is

decreasing with decrease in hydrogen concentration. This is because at lower hydrogen

concentrations, few hydrogen atoms gets adsorbed on palladium surface which decreases the

overall response of device. For each concentration, the sensor measurements were repeated
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four times in cyclic manner to check the reproducibility of the response and recovery

characteristics. A stable baseline resistance with little fluctuations obtained from the

experiments for a week, as shown in Figure 4.1, indicates that the device has reproducible

performance. The baseline stability is necessary to make the device compatible for real field

applications. Further, a decrease in the baseline resistance with the increase of temperature is

probably due to the thermal expansion of the Pd nano particles and decrease in the

interparticle gap. The device performance deteriorated beyond 50oC and the transient

response patterns at 60oC and 75oC show a continuous drift in the baseline resistance [Figure

4.1 (d)]. This behavior can be attributed to the formation of undesirable β-phase of PdHx and

high thermal expansion is induced at temperatures beyond 50oC. Probably, the whole film

morphology weakens at high temperatures and that is reflected in the baseline resistance shift

with time. So, we limited our sensor study to a maximum operating temperature of 50oC.

Figure 4.1: Transient response of palladium nanoparticle sensor in hydrogen mixed with nitrogen at (a) 35oC,

(b) 40oC, (c) 50oC, and (d) 60oC and 75oC

The device shows dual response pattern to hydrogen/nitrogen mixture. At the initial stage of

hydrogen exposure, the device resistance increases slowly and then suddenly drops to a low

value. The initial response of the device towards hydrogen is shown in the insets of Figure

4.1 (a, b, and c). The total response is a combined effect of removal of spillover oxygen layer,

increase in the resistivity of individual palladium matrix, and subsequent volume expansion

of the Pd lattice.
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Adsorption and desorption of hydrogen on palladium is not a single step process but has a

multistep mechanism [244]. Hydrogen molecule first dissociates into hydrogen atoms and the

hydrogen atoms get adsorbed on the surface sites of palladium. The hydrogen adsorption

leads to the formation of non-stoichiometric palladium hydrides (PdHx), which changes the

metallic character of palladium (increasing the resistivity of palladium) [245]. This increase

in resistivity is due to the electron scattering (reduces the electronic mean free path) when

hydrogen is incorporated into the palladium crystal lattice. Thus this is called electronic effect

which leads to an increase in the resistance of the device. This all happens at the initial stage

of hydrogen exposure. With more hydrogen exposure, a physical bonding between palladium

and hydrogen results in some charge separation and formation of temporary dipoles. As a

result, the lattice expands to accommodate these dipolar species. This looks like volume

expansion of palladium. This is known as the geometric volume effect, which helps in

reducing the inter-nanoparticle gap, and hence decreases the resistance [246] (Figure 4.2).

However, the device resistance will not be close to zero due to simultaneous effect of PdHx.

Figure 4.2:Schematic of geometric effect. P1, P2, …Pn are the number of conducting pathways.

The oxygen spillover also plays role in sensing mechanism. Initially the spillover oxygen

layer covers the highly reactive palladium nanoparticle surface by saturating the dangling

bonds [1]. The catalytic metals gather highly reactive oxygen species from the atmosphere in

order to reduce their surface activity. The schematic of oxygen spillover mechanism on

palladium surface before and after hydrogen exposure is shown in Figure 4.3. Without

hydrogen, the surface of palladium and the interface between two palladium nanoparticles are

covered by a thick layer of charged oxygen species. The electron path is completed by this

charged layer, which is the reason why we get a definite high resistance, instead of open

circuit infinite resistance (Figure 4.1). The charged oxygen layer contains O-and O2- oxygen
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species. The former is unsaturated with a possibility of getting saturated by accepting an

electron, whereas the latter is saturated with a possibility of donating an electron to become

unsaturated. This is expressed in the following equations:

O2- → O-+e- …….(4.1)

O-+e- → O2- …….(4.2)

Figure 4.3: Hydrogen sensing mechanism of palladium nanoparticles.

During initial hydrogen exposure, the oxygen species are slowly removed from the palladium

surface by water formation, and leaves the adsorption sites vacant. These vacant surface sites

are then gradually filled by hydrogen atoms that gets adsorbed in the palladium matrix. The

water formed in the molecular level will be carried away by the carrier gas (inside testing

chamber) and will have negligible interference on the response because palladium has much

higher affinity for hydrogen than water molecules. With time, the entire spilled over oxygen

layer is removed and the surface gets saturated with hydrogen, because of adsorption of huge

quantity of hydrogen atoms on the palladium matrix.
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4.2. RESPONSE STUDIES OF PURE Pd NPs DEVICES IN H2/air AMBIENT

A similar transient response studies were carried out in air ambient at 40oC and 50oC, since

the device performance deteriorated beyond 50oC and no appreciable response was obtained

below 40oC (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4: Transient response of palladium nanoparticle sensor in hydrogen mixed with air at 40oC and 50oC

Figure 4.4 displays excellent response patterns for all hydrogen concentrations (0.1%-1%).

To check the reproducibility of the sensor response, the sensor measurements were repeated

four times in cyclic manner for each concentration. A stable baseline resistance was also

obtained. In this case, there is only increase in resistance of device when exposed to

hydrogen. Initially, the palladium nanoparticles are covered by a thick oxygen layer. As the

hydrogen/air mixture is introduced, hydrogen tends to extract charged oxygen species from

the surface to form water, and the oxygen vacant sites are occupied by hydrogen. This leads

to the formation of PdHx in the surface layers, which increase the device resistance. However,

the nanoparticles are exposed to more oxygen compared to hydrogen because of higher

oxygen partial pressure in the hydrogen-air mixture. So, the mechanism of sensing in air

ambient is a competitive effect of forced oxygen removal by much lower percentage of

hydrogen and more oxygen adsorption due to very high partial pressure of oxygen in the

carrier gas. Basically, in air ambient, the resistivity change is significant, and the volume

expansion is not significant due to low hydrogen adsorption. If both effects were there, the
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resistance would increase and then decrease. The response was found very fast but the

recovery was delayed for each hydrogen concentration. This may be due to trapping of

hydrogen atoms in the palladium during the forced oxygen removal and easy oxygen

adsorption processes. The response parameters were calculated by the formulas discussed in

chapter 3 and are listed in Table 4.1. The minimum response time obtained in the present

study, corresponding to 90% of the saturation time required for volume expansion, is 3 s at

50oC and with 1000 ppm hydrogen in nitrogen. If we compare the sensor response of Figure

4.1 and Figure 4.4, we observe that in the inert nitrogen ambient, both response and recovery

are fast relative to that in air, which is due to the fact that the adsorption as well as desorption

is a one way process without any competition from the oxidizing species.

Table 4.1: Response (%), Response and Recovery times (for 90% change) of the palladium nanoparticle sensor

for sensing hydrogen (a) mixed with nitrogen and (b) mixed with air at 50oC.

Temperature Concentration Hydrogen in Nitrogen Hydrogen in Air

Response
(%)

Response
time (s)

Recovery
time (s)

Response
(%)

Response
time (s)

Recovery
time (s)

50oC 1% 15.4 10 31 10.2 40 430

0.5% 9.1 8 24 4.39 44 340

0.4% 7.24 7 24 3.63 44 280

0.3% 5.11 4 20 2.51 40 234

0.2% 2.73 3 18 1.2 41 150

0.1% 1.15 3 10 0.48 33 82

Prior to the transient measurements with hydrogen mixed with air, the baseline resistance of

the device was monitored in nitrogen and in air separately at 40oC (Figure 4.5).It was

observed that the baseline resistance decreased on changing the ambient from nitrogen to air.

In fact, the baseline resistance in air was ~0.1 times that in nitrogen and the reason is the

oxygen spillover as discussed earlier.In an inert atmosphere, the partial pressure of oxygen is

negligible.So, there is a high probability of oxygen desorption from the spillover oxygen

layer on the Pd nanoparticle surface and it disturbs the continuous electrical conducting path

provided by the surface adsorbed oxygen species.As a result, the observed baseline resistance

in the inert ambient is relatively high.
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Figure 4.5: Shift in baseline resistance by changing the ambient atmosphere from nitrogen (N2) to air.

When the inert ambient is changed to the oxidizing atmosphere (air), sufficient oxygen is

available above the sensing layer, which promotes re-adsorption of oxygen on the vacant sites

of the spillover layer, due to high oxygen partial pressure. As the surface gets saturated with

oxygen species, the baseline resistance drops to a lower value.

Figure 4.6 shows the comparative picture of response-recovery characteristics with the

hydrogen concentrations at 40oC and 50oC. There is an increase in the magnitude of the

response parameters with increase in concentration of the hydrogen gas. As per sensing

mechanism, if the concentration of the sensing gas is high, the resistance change is high and

the vice versa. So, the increase in percentage response at higher concentration is quite natural.

However, the recovery takes longer time for higher concentration of hydrogen gas. But

recovery is improved at higher temperatures due to faster desorption kinetics. At the same

time, the response magnitude decreases at higher temperature due to lower gas adsorption

rate above an optimum value of temperature. Thus, from these studies, it is evident that

catalytic Pd nanoparticles are efficient for sensing hydrogen at lower temperatures.
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Figure 4.6: (%) Response, response time and recovery time of the palladium nanoparticle sensor for sensing

hydrogen (a) mixed with nitrogen and (b) mixed with air.

To check the selectivity of prepared sensing device, the device was exposed to another

reducing gas i.e. methane. No response for methane (1%) was observed below 75oC (Figure

4.7). A slight change in resistance was observed for methane (1%) in air at 75oC (Figure 4.7)

but that was negligible compared to that shown for hydrogen. The test was conducted with

1% of methane, not beyond that as at 1% as no response was observed, so obviously lower

concentration will also not respond.

Figure 4.7: Response of palladium nanoparticle sensor to 1% methane in air.

In principle, heavy molecules like methane need high activation energy to show appreciable

response by removing surface oxygen atoms. It can be provided at the higher temperatures.

Since, our device is responding only upto 50oC. So, for low temperature operation (~50oC)

the palladium nanoparticle based sensor devices are selective to hydrogen.
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4.3 RESPONSE STUDIES OF SURFACE MODIFIED DEVICES (AZO:Pd films) IN

AIR AMBIENT

To study the hydrogen response of AZO:Pd devices, these devices were exposed to different

concentrations of hydrogen gas at wide range of temperature in air ambient, and the

corresponding change in device resistance was recorded (Figure 4.8(a-g)). Excellent response

patterns were obtained at all hydrogen concentrations as well as at all temperatures. Since,

there was negligible response for hydrogen below 40oC, and hence, the sensor response was

recorded in the temperature range, 40oC–150oC. The AZO layer (without Pd) showed no

response to hydrogen mixed with air in the studied temperature range. So the sensitivity of

the device is controlled by the catalyst palladium. The baseline resistance of the device

changed with the increase in temperature, and the variation is shown in Figure 4.8(h). It can

be seen from Figure 4.8(h) that during the initial rise in temperature, the device resistance

decreased, and thereafter, it started to increase from ~100oC. At relatively higher

temperatures (75oC–100oC), the AZO matrix undergoes semiconductor-to-metal transition

and the transition is complete near ~98oC. Beyond this transition (for temperatures>100oC),

the device is fully metallic. Theoretically, the resistance of semiconductors decreases with

increase in temperature (due to shift in Fermi level towards conduction band) and resistance

of metals increases with temperature (due to the increase in electron scattering centers).

From the response patterns shown in Figure 4.8 (a-g), it is observed that the resistance of the

AZO:Pd device decreases in the presence of hydrogen. This decrease in device resistance is

attributed to the generation of the electrons at all temperatures due to palladium-hydrogen

interaction, which increases the device current. This decrease in resistance can also be

explained by Figure 4.9. Since ZnO is a semiconductor, thus there is always the formation of

a potential barrier between the grains of Al doped ZnO which directly controls the electrical

conductivity of device. Any variation in this barrier will modulate the charge transport

properties between the grains.

Furthermore, from AFM images (Chapter 2, Section 2.7.2), it is clear that the palladium

nanoparticles or nanoclusters are present between the inter-granular valley regions, and are

scattered all over the AZO surface in a discontinuous manner.
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Figure 4.8: (a)–(g) Transient response of AZO:Pd devices in different concentrations of hydrogen mixed with

air in the temperature range 40oC-150oC. (h) Variation of (baseline) device resistance with temperature in air

ambient.

Thus, a parallel network of charge transport path is formed; one path is along Pd and other

along AZO. Electronically, if two resistance paths are parallel, then their output resistance

decreases. This is supported by following common equation.1 = 1 + 1
where Ro is the output resistance.
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Thus, a parallel network of charge transport path is formed; one path is along Pd and other

along AZO. Electronically, if two resistance paths are parallel, then their output resistance

decreases. This is supported by following common equation.1 = 1 + 1
where Ro is the output resistance.
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Hence, the total conducting path between the measuring DMM leads can be considered as a

series combination of two types of resistive barriers. The first type of barrier is the parallel

combination of Pd and AZO, while the second type comprises of only the AZO resistance

without Pd because the palladium dispersion is discontinuous. A schematic representation of

the parallel paths is shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Sensing mechanism of AZO:Pd devices (AZO resistors are only temperature dependent, whereas Pd

resistors depend both on temperature and adsorbed hydrogen).

After getting the excellent response patterns, response parameters were calculated by the

formulas discussed in chapter 3 and were plotted in Figure 4.10 at different temperatures. The

response parameters varies depending on the variation of conductivity of the metallic (Pd)

and AZO paths at different temperatures. We observed that the response time is minimized

and the (%) response maximized at two different temperature regimes (~65oC and ~135oC)

(Figure 4.10 (a,c)). The response curve in Figure 4.10 (a,c) shows similar behavior. Response

time is maximum at two temperature points. First maxima (~45oC) is due to competition

between electronic and geometric effect of palladium and second maxima (~100oC) is due to

the semiconductor-to-metal transition. At low temperatures, the response is dominated by the

electronic effect because the amount of adsorbed hydrogen atoms is low.

The intensity of the electronic effect maximizes in the temperature range 40oC to 50oC, and in

this temperature range, the geometric effect is less dominant. The electronic effect increases

the resistivity of Pd due to the formation of palladium hydrides (resistivity of PdHx is more

than Pd), which reduces the electronic mean free path. So, the competition between the two

effects at low temperatures prolongs the resistance saturation time (or in other words the

device saturation time). As a result, the calculated response time is high.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Response time, (b) recovery time, (c) response (%), and (d) temperature windows, of AZO:Pd

devices in different concentrations of hydrogen mixed with air in the temperature range 40oC–150oC.

Upon increasing the temperature further (50oC–70oC), the geometric effect becomes

prominent due to higher hydrogen adsorption, and this is further aided by the thermal

expansion of the metallic lattice. As a result, the electronic effect is completely masked by

the geometric effect and the sensor signal quickly saturates. The calculated response time

shows a minimum just after 60oC, which corresponds to the first favorable temperature

window [Figure 4.10(d)]. Beyond 60oC, the thermal expansion is relatively higher, and the

palladium clusters acts just like catalytic centers for hydrogen dissociation, adsorption, and

release of electrons. The second favorable temperature window was observed after the

completion of this transition (after 120oC) [Figure 4.10(d)]. Thereafter, with the rise in

temperature, the % response decreases (around 150oC), and it can be attributed to the

dominance of hydrogen gas desorption over adsorption. So, any higher temperature beyond

150oC will only manifest deterioration in the hydrogen response of the device. Hence,

hydrogen sensor operation beyond 150oC is not recommended for these devices.

From Figure 4.8(b), we observe that there is a complete but slow recovery of the sensor

signal back to its baseline value at all the temperatures i.e. the device takes longer time to

saturate (high recovery time). This is attributed to the fact that even though the generated
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electrons prefer the least resistive metallic (Pd) path while crossing the parallel AZO:Pd

barrier, they eventually encounter the AZO barrier, which ensures maximum hindrance to

charge transport. So, the (%) response deteriorates and the sensor signal takes relatively

longer time to saturate, which also maximizes the response time. The variation of recovery

time with temperature is shown in Figure 4.10(b). Unlike the sensor response, the recovery

time decreases exponentially with the increase of temperature. This is because the desorption

rate is accelerated by the higher thermal energy at higher temperatures.

To check the reproducibility of AZO:Pd device, the experiment was performed repeatedly

two times at the two temperatures (below and above the transition temperature) by varying

the gas concentrations (Figure 4.11). The steady sensor performance with negligible

fluctuations in baseline resistance, obtained from the repeated experiments performed for a

period of five days, indicates that the device has reproducible performance with time in the

studied temperature range.

Figure 4.11: Repeated cycle transient response of AZO:Pd devices in different concentrations of hydrogen

mixed with air at (a) 60oC (b) 125oC

To check the selectivity of prepared sensing device towards hydrogen, experiment was

performed with other reducing gas methane (CH4) (Figure 4.12). The device showed no

response to CH4 gas in the studied temperature range owing to good selectivity of device

towards hydrogen.
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Figure 4.12: (a) Selectivity study of AZO:Pd devices. (b) Stability study of AZO:Pd devices.

The nil response of AZO:Pd devices toward heavy reducing CH4 molecules is due to the lack

of required activation energy necessary for the dissociation of CH4 upto temperature 150oC.
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CHAPTER 5

ADSORPTION KINETICS ON SOLID SURFACES

The kinetics of hydrogen interaction with palladium is of great importance because of their

hydrogen storage, hydrogen filtration or hydrogen sensing applications. The molecular

hydrogen first dissociates into hydrogen atoms reversibly.( )2 ( )
Once hydrogen is adsorbed on palladium surface, it reversibly diffuses into the palladium

crystal lattice. Hydrogen atom tends to accommodate on interstitial tetrahedral and octahedral

sites of palladium. In tetrahedral geometry, interstitial site lies at the centre of tetrahedron and

in octahedral geometry, the interstitial site is located at the centre of octahedron (Figure 5.1).

(a) (b)

(c)                                                     (d)

Figure 5.1: Schematic of (a) tetrahedral geometry, (b) octahedral geometry, (c) tetrahedral interstitial site, and

(d) octahedral interstitial site. Green circle represents the interstitial site.
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Occupation of hydrogen atoms in the tetrahedral and octahedral sites of palladium can be

explored by radius ratio rule described as follows (Figure 5.2).

(a)                                         (b)

Figure 5.2: Schematic arrangement of host and guest atoms in (a) Tetrahedral configuration (b) Octahedral

configuration.

Let r be the radius of the guest atom (hydrogen atom) and R be the radius of the host atom

(palladium atom). The circle centered at O represents the host atom (hydrogen atom).

Tetrahedral site:

FCC structure has tetrahedral angle of 109.5o [247-248].

From Figure 5.2 (a), OCP=180-(54.75+90)=35.25o

Thus, cos 35.25o=

On solving, we get =  0.225    ……………… (5.1)

Octahedral site:

In Figure 5.2 (b), let                       AC=x (say)

AB=BC=CD=DA=a=lattice constant=2R

AC= x =AE+EO+OG+GC=R+r+r+R=2R+2r

Also, AC2 =AB2+BC2

 (2R+2r)2 = a2+a2 = (2R)2+(2R)2

2R+2r=2√2 R

On solving, we get =  0.414 ……………… (5.2)
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Thus, it is concluded that the ratio of guest to host atom’s size between 0.225 and 0.414

contributes towards occupation of host’s tetrahedral sites by guest atom and the ratio greater

than 0.414 contributes towards the occupation of host’s octahedral sites by guest atom [249].

In summary,

if 0.225 ≤ < 0.414 , then guest atom will occupy the host’s tetrahedral site.

or if ≥ 0.414 , then guest atom will occupy the host’s octahedral site.

Now, apply the radius ratio rule in the present system to find the scenario of hydrogen

absorption in palladium (Pd) system. The radius of the hydrogen atom and Pd atom is 53 pm

and 137 pm respectively [250-251]. According to the radius ratio rule,

= 53137 = 0.38
So it is seen that the ratio lies in the range of 0.225 ≤ < 0.414 . Thus, hydrogen atoms

will first occupy the tetrahedral sites of Pd lattice and then will fill the empty octahedral sites

(generally at high concentration of H atoms). This concludes that at α-phase of palladium

hydrides and hydrogen occupies tetrahedral sites whereas octahedral sites are occupied by β-

phase of palladium hydrides.

The selective adsorption of hydrogen atoms on palladium surface depends on the surface

energy of the surface planes. Pd exhibits fcc crystal structure with exposed (111), (100),

(220) and (311) planes, out of which (111) and (100) are most prominent [97]. The surface

energy of these planes varies as (111)<(100) [252]. The surface energy quantifies the

formation of new free bonds (dangling bonds). It can be calculated by the formula given in

equation (iii) [249]

The energy required per surface atom = (Energy of one bond)x(Number of bonds broken per

atom)

Surface energy, γ = ( )( ))     …….. (5.3)

Surface energy, γ =

where ρa = = , Nb is number of broken bonds and ε is bond strength.
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It is calculated as:

= √ = 1.15 ……..(5.4)

= = 4 b ...…...(5.5)

= √ = 3.53 b ..…….(5.6)

where = , and ao is lattice parameter.

On dividing (ii) and (iii), = 0.288 .….…(5.7)

On dividing (ii) and (iv), = 0.326 .…….(5.8)

Thus we see that γ(110) > γ(100) > γ(111). (100) planes have more surface energy as

compared to (111) planes.

Solid gas interaction models (Adsorption isotherms):

Adsorption is a significant term for adhesion. Adsorption relates the interaction of gas atoms

with the surface sites only and absorption refers to the diffusion of atoms in the crystal lattice

of material. The amount of gas absorbed/ adsorbed on the solid surface depends on vacant

sites on the surface,gas concentration, gas partial pressure and temperature. The rate of

adsorption/desorption can be expressed as following:

Rate of adsorption = k1p (1 − θ)

Rate of desorption = k2θ

where k1 is rate constant of adsorption and k2 is rate constant of desorption, p is gas partial

pressure, θ refers to sites occupied by gas molecules (surface coverage) and (1-θ) refers to

vacant sites. At equilibrium, rate of adsorption=rate of absorption. Surface coverage θ, is

defined as the ratio of number of occupied adsorption sites to the total number of vacant sites.

The rate of adsorption depends on the surface area of adsorbate (higher the surface area,more

is the adsorption), surface coverage, vacant sites on surface and activation energy. The total

volume of gas adsorbed on the solid surface can be expressed as =
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Adsorption isotherm relates the behavior of gas adsorbed on solid surface as a function of

partial pressure of gas at constant temperature. In the present work, the sensor response

patterns were modeled by following adsorption isotherm models [253-255] to study the gas

adsorption characteristics.

Langmuir model:

Langmuir is the basic model to study the adsorption of gas molecules on solid surface. The

main assumptions of Langmuir isotherm are:

 It is based on the finite adsorption of adsorbent (gas molecules) on the monolayer

homogeneous surface (i.e. all adsorption sites are equivalent) until equilibrium is

reached.

 Each molecule occupies only one site and remains at the adsorbed site until it is

desorbed. It means the adsorption is localized.

 The molecules adsorbed at particular adsorption site do not interact with neighboring

sites.

In the present study, the formula used to fit Langmuir model is ∆ =
where ∆ is change in resistance of device, PH2 is hydrogen pressure and A, k are constants.

Freundlich model:

Freundlich isotherm is appliedfor the case of multilayer heterogeneous adsorption(mainly for

the rough surfaces).In real, a surface always has imperfections (especially surfaces prepared

for sensing purpose). Thus its difficult to convince that the surface is homogeneous.

The formula used to fit Freundlich model is: ∆ = , where kf is constant.

Langmuir-Freundlich model: The formula used to fit this model is :∆ = , where

B is constant.

SIPS model: This models fits for heterogeneous surface layer adsorption. It reduces to

Freundlich at high pressure and Langmuir at low pressure.
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The formula used to fit SIPS model is:∆ = , where C is constant.

TOTHmodel: This model fits for monolayer adsorption. The limitation of both Langmuir

and Freundlich is the applicability at low pressure only. Whereas, TOTH model fits for both

low and high pressure of gas.

The formula used to fit TOTH model is: ∆ = [ ] ,where D is constant.

Fitting of sensor data in adsorption isotherms:

The absorption and desorption of hydrogen gas on palladium surface changes the electrical

conductivity of the film. This phenomenon has been exploited to obtain the sensor response

and to plot adsorption isotherms. Three isotherm models were tested for modeling the solid

gas interaction (Pd-H) in the present system. The analysis of these isotherms is important in

case of adsorption processes. Modeling the experimental data is an important way for

predicting the mechanisms of adsorption process. In order to determine the best-fit model, the

correlation coefficient (r) and coefficient of determination (r2) was used to evaluate the data.

Co-relation coefficient signifies that how strong is the relation between the two variables. The

value of r2 is important to determine which model has the best fit. For best fit, the value of r2

should be close to unity. Generally, the adsorption isotherm curve is a non-linear fit that

describes the adsorption behavior at constant temperature. Co-relation coefficient iscalculated

by the following mathematical formula [256-257]:

= (∑ ) − (∑ )(∑ )[ ∑ − (∑ ) ][ ∑ − (∑ ) ]
where n is the number of data points, x and y are the two variables related to each other. In

this study, the change in resistance of palladium film with different hydrogen pressures are

being observed. Thus here, “x” variable is the pressure (atmospheres) and “y” variable is the

change in device resistance (ohms). As the pressure (or concentration) of gas increases, the

amount of adsorption also increases.
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In the present study, the hydrogen sensor response (AZO:Pd device)was furnished by using

models like Langmuir, Langmuir-Freundlich (L-F), SIPS and TOTH. Theoretically, these

models are governed by equations having little deviations from Langmuir-type of non-linear

adsorption characteristics. In this study, we find that the fits give r2 values close to zero with

L-F model at low temperatures, and SIPS model at high temperature. The data points were

plotted as function of change in resistance and pressure of hydrogen gas and the model

fittings were done (origin 8 software) as shown in Figure 5.3. The r2 values are shown in

Table 5.1.

Figure 5.3: Adsorption isotherms for various models below and above the transition temperature (~100oC).

It is observed from Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1 that the combined adsorption models like

Langmuir-Freundlich (L-F) and SIPS have relatively better fit for the adsorption data. This

shows that the adsorption takes place at heterogeneous surface. This is probably due to the
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F L and F L SIPS TOTH

40 0.194863 0.998988 0.492166 0.843236 0.492029
50 0.55931 0.998863 0.458587 0.846053 0.710593

60 0.800355 0.991022 0.860029 0.986269 0.85992

75 0.99812 0.998133 0.993202 0.99814 0.993221

100 0.98861 0.988606 0.9116 0.977904 0.91158

125 0.363102 0.499637 0.791433 0.99559 0.791812

150 0.781253 0.13014 0.893014 0.92451 0.893296

This is because the behavior of AZO:Pd varies with temperature (see section 4.3, Figure 4.8).

With the change in temperature, the surface heterogeneity varies and hence multilayer gas

adsorption occurs instead of monolayer adsorption. Other models (like F and TOTH) gave a

poor fit as evident from the r2 values [Table 5.1]. Hence, F and TOTH have not been plotted

and considered.

The adsorption rate also depends on the activation energy. The activation energy for the

sensor response is calculated from the Arrhenius plots of Figure 5.4.The electrical output of

device (resistance) is proportional to the rate of absorption of gas. The relation between

activation energy and the electrical output of the device is given by:

ln = ln ± ……………(5.9)

where “R” is device resistance, “Ro” is a constant with resistance dimension, “Ea” is the

activation energy, “T” is the temperature in Kelvin, and “K” is Boltzmann constant.  Slope of

this equation (1/KT) gives the value of activation energy.

The behavior of AZO:Pd is different at below and above the semiconductor-to-metal

transition temperature. Thus in the presence of hydrogen, the nature of variation of Ea is also

different before and after transition. Figure 5.4 represents the trend of variation of activation

energy below and above this transition temperature. Here, Ea (low) represents the activation

energy before semiconductor-to-metal transition, while Ea (high) is the value after transition.

The value of activation energy and slope of the curves is dependent on the temperature

(Equation 5.9) and the concentration of hydrogen molecules. Before the transition, the

activation energy increases with concentration of hydrogen (Figure 5.4). After transition, as
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the hydrogen concentration increases, the activation energy decreases with minimum value at

~0.23 eV at 10000 ppm of hydrogen. This is because of the scattering behavior of charge

carriers at such high temperatures (transition is occurring at higher temperatures i.e. >90oC).

Hence, the values of Ea (high) are higher than Ea (low) (Figure 5.4). Figure 5.4 also reveals

that both the activation energies (high and low) are very close at 1.0% H2 and likely to merge

at slightly higher gas concentration. Due to experimental limitation with the flow controllers

and the sensor setup, studies with gas concentration higher than 1.0% could not be

performed.

Figure 5.4: Variation of activation energy with hydrogen gas concentrations.

The explanation for such different behavior of activation energy before and after transition

can be explained as follows:

The electrical output of AZO:Pd is a parallel network of Pd (metallic) and AZO

(semiconducting) (see Section 4.3, Figure 4.9). Before the transition, AZO is a

semiconductor. Since AZO did not show any hydrogen response, the metallic palladium path

is mainly controlling the variation of the activation energy (Ea (low)) with the change in

hydrogen concentration. The slow increase in Ea (low) with the increase in concentration is

probably due to the competition between electronic and geometric effects, which are

dominant at low temperature. Hence, the response barrier increases slowly. After the

transition, activation energy (Ea(high)) is decreasing with concentration. On the high

temperature side after the transition, both the parallel electronic paths are now metallic. Also,

at high temperatures due to huge thermal expansion, the electronic and geometric effects of

palladium are completely masked as expected. Moreover, the gas adsorption is high at high

temperatures, which increases the stoichiometry of palladium hydrides resulting in decrease
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in Ea(high) value. This concentration dependent activation energy was modeled by

considering simple exponential dependence (Equations 5.10(a) and (b))

= + exp ( ) .…….(5.10(a))

= + exp ( ) ……...(5.10(b))

where the suffixes “S” and “M” with the constants just represent semiconducting and metallic

domains respectively. The constants are obtained after fitting the above functions with the

data [Table 5.2]. Equatingequations 5.10 (a,b) gives the minimum hydrogen concentration in

which the two activation energies will be similar. In the present case, the resultant equation is

= + exp = = + ( )
=> − = − ……… (5.11)

The iterative solution of this Equation 5.11 yields C=1.113755% H2 and the value of

activation energy at this concentration is Ea=0.1579989 eV.

Table 5.2: Constants obtained from the activation energy versus concentration fitted curves.

EoS E1S Cs EoM E1M CM

0.0551272348 0.045852456 1.378317829 0.4369592689 -0.0234315806 0.4496411546
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SUMMARY

The interest in hydrogen sensors arises due to the safety concerns of flammable hydrogen

gas. The advancement in developing palladium and palladium-modified devices as hydrogen

gas sensors has accelerated over the past two decades. Palladium based devices have shown

excellent hydrogen sensing properties with high sensitivity and selectivity whose response

varies with the hydrogen concentration and operating temperature.

In summary, a procedurally simple and low temperature method i.e. polyol method hasbeen

presented to prepare palladium nanoparticles. The polyol method is a simple method and

acquired a good purity level of product. This is because very few chemicals were required

which simplified the chemical reactions that extract few products (which can be removed

easily by simple washing processes). The microscopic studies indicated that the formed

palladium nanoparticles were nearly spherical in shape, which can be very useful for sensing

mechanism (geometric effect of palladium hydride). UV studies showed a fair agreement as

evidence to the formation of palladium nanoparticles.

Highly porous palladium (Pd) films were prepared by simple solution drop method and AZO

films were prepared by sputtering technique, on glass substrates. Catalytic Pd nanoparticles

modified AZO films were grown by solution dip method.Resistive sensor devices were

fabricated on Pd films and AZO:Pd films by patterning silver electrodes over the

filmsconnecting the end of electrodes to a supporting multimeter. The change in conducting

properties of these films upon hydrogen exposure provides the sensor response. Resistive

sensor devices acquire simple electronics to extract sensor data and have simple detection

mechanism.The simplicity of the device fabrication method maintained the low production

cost of device. In this work, the hydrogen response studies were done with different hydrogen

concentrations and different temperatures. The sensor response is different in different

environments. Thus we performed the sensing test in nitrogen (inert environment) (to

understand the material chemistry of sensor device) and in air (for practical application).

Reproducibility, selectivity and stability test was done for both Pd and AZO:Pd devices. The

mechanism of sensing hydrogen has been explained using the concepts of oxygen spill over,

increase in resistivity and volume expansion of Pd nano particles in presence of hydrogen.

The response in nitrogen ambient is a combined effect of resistivity and volume change,

while in air ambient only resistivity change is the dominant mechanism. The performance of
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the Pd device deteriorates at higher temperatures (beyond 50oC). An appreciably fast

response of 3 s and 33 s were obtained with 0.1% hydrogen in nitrogen & in air, respectively

at 50oC for Pd devices. Although the response in air ambient was relatively slow as compared

to that in nitrogen, there is a scope of further refinement of material parameters, like shape,

size, and composition, to improve the sensor performance.

The experimental results for AZO:Pd devices were found to be promising for efficient and

selective hydrogen sensing at low temperature as well as high temperature (below 150oC). A

suitable sensing mechanism highlighting the operational temperature zones has been

proposed. A theoretical approach towards the surface gas adsorption was discussed with the

help of adsorption isotherm models. These model fittings were applied tothe data obtained for

AZO:Pd device only because it is the most effective sensor. Heterogeneous gas adsorption

was observed theoretically from the fitted isotherms, below and above the transition

temperature (~100oC). In brief, decoration of palladium nanoparticles over AZO surface

showed better performance in terms of response and operational temperature range.

CONCLUSIONS

The major outcomes of this research work can be summarized as follows:

 Porous palladium nanofilms and AZO:Pd films were prepared to fabricate the resistive

hydrogen sensing devices.

 Palladium device showed high sensitivity and fast response characteristics towards

hydrogen (at concentrations 0.1%-1%) between the temperatures 35oC to 50oC in

nitrogen/air ambient.

 The absorption and desorption of hydrogen gas on palladium surface changes the

resistance of the film. We exploited this phenomenon to obtain the sensor response.

 Pd sensor device also showed good reproducibility and selectivity towards hydrogen at

room temperatures. Selectivity and stability is always a prime concern for a sensor

device.

 The sensing performance deteriorated above 50oC. But the sensor response in a limited

temperature region was not acceptable. Thus to apply our device to higher temperature

applications also, palladium nanoparticles were well decorated over the AZO (Aluminium

doped Zinc Oxide) surfaces and were tested.
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 The AZO:Pd devices showed clear and stable response patterns at wide range of

temperatures i.e. from 40oC to 150oC.

 AZO:Pd devices also showed high sensitivity and lowest response time at both low

(64oC) and relatively high temperature (130oC).

 The device is reproducible at both these favorable operating temperatures and is also

stable at its highest operating temperature 150oC.

 Table 1 demonstrates the comparative picture of both the sensing devices at their best

operating temperatures (maximum response). Response % is maximized for AZO:Pd

devices at all hydrogen concentrations (in air ambient) as compared to pure Pd device.

Response time is also improved (minimised) for AZO:Pd devices. However, the recovery

is quite slow relative to the response pattern, and further studies are necessary to

understand and improve recovery characteristics.

 It is observed from Table 1 that the palladium device showed good performance in the

low temperature regime and showed no response at high temperature regime. But

AZO:Pd device displayed sensor response at high temperature regime also with

maximum response at 60o-65oC (low temperature zone) as well as at 125o-130oC (high

temperature zone).

 Thus, we succeeded in preparing a selective hydrogen sensing device that is compact, low

cost, highly sensitive, reproducible, stable, has low detection limit and also works in wide

temperature range. It is always desirable for any commercial gas sensor to meet all these

requirements, which is quite challenging.
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Table 6.1:Comparative picture of the devices

Low temperature
regime

High temperature
regime

P
ur

e 
P

d 
de

vi
ce

(3
5o C

-7
5o C

)
Temperature 50oC

NO RESPONSE

Response %

1.15 →15.4
(0.1%→1% H2/N2)

0.48→10.2
(0.1%→1% H2/air)

Response  time (s)

10 s →3 s
(0.1%→1% H2/N2)

40 s → 33 s
(0.1%→1% H2/air)

Recovery  time (s)

31 s → 10 s
(0.1%→1% H2/N2)

430 s →82 s
(0.1%→1% H2/air)

A
Z

O
:P

d 
de

vi
ce

(4
0o C

-1
50

o C
)

Temperature 60o-65oC 125o-135oC

Response %
9.3→16.2(0.2%→1%

H2/air)
9.15→84.7

(0.2%→1% H2/air)

Response time (s)
41.5 s→28 s

(0.2%→1% H2/air)
25 s→40 s

(0.2%→1% H2/air)

Recovery time (s)
975 s→612 s

(0.2%→1% H2/air)
281 s→565 s

(0.2%→1% H2/air)
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FUTURE SCOPE

The future scope of this research work will include the possible solutions to improve the

response parameters and to extend the operational temperature range. This could probably

open the door for hydrogen-sensing applications in the harsh environments also. We also

noticed that the response of sensor device in air ambient is relatively slow as compared to that

in nitrogen. Thus, there is a scope of further engineering of material parameters, like shape,

size, and composition, to improve the sensor performance. In analogy to Pd decorated ZnO,

either Pd can be switched to other catalytic metal to decorate on the ZnO or by switching to

other oxide surfaces. Nonetheless, the fabricated AZO:Pd devices are quite suitable for

hydrogen sensing below 150oC and such simplicity adopted in device fabrication could place

these devices into a relevant region in the field of gas sensors.
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